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True Parent’s birthday next year

Sun Myung Moon
August 28, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 7.29 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a video clip of the web page Peace TV. This translation cannot be published
as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.
However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

During the report by Rev. Jeong No Yoo, Father said, “(True) Parent’s birthday next year will be the day of (True)
Parents’ wedding ceremony. It will be ___, which is the unprecedented feast in history. What kind of preparation
would you do for that day?” (Katsumi: it is not clear what Father means by ___, it could be ‘crown’ but ___ means
in general, placing one’s deceased body into a coffin, or entering into a big place like a library and also it can be
interpreted in other ways. If Father meant their coffin rite by ___, Father might mean their or his Seunghwa
ceremony which he says should be held during one’s lifetime. At this point it is not clear what Father meant by
___, and so I will leave it just in Korean. Therefore it is ‘True Parents’ ___ wedding ceremony’)

Rev. Yoo continued with the following: “Next year Father will be 93 years old and Mother will be 70 years old.
They will have their third wedding ceremony so that True Parents can become the ancestors and the Blessed
families will be registered to our nation Cheon Il Guk. This time, more than 200 Christian ministers will come from
the US to Korea on Sept. 11 (of the solar calendar) and we have been preparing for that.

Then Father said ‘It will not be Sept. 11. It will be the 9th day of the 8th month by the heavenly calendar. You are
still using the solar calendar and so you are a fake!’

Rev. Yoo: I am sorry and yes it will be the 9th day of the 8th month by the heavenly calendar. After they receive
Original Divine Principle education or Education on the Origin of the Principle, they will have a ceremony of
registration to this nation, which Father already proclaimed as God’s homeland. After they go through the
process of the registration, they, as newly registered citizens, will be allocated to their mission areas and have
assemblies there in order to testify their citizenship.

Christian leaders should have attended to True Parents (right after the WWII) and historically missionaries from
the US gave a boost to Korean Christianity. This time, Father will bring the Christian ministers and let them
register, which can also be their salvation. Besides them, True Parents urged us to bring all people in the world
to Korea for the registration.

Then Father said ‘Without registration, how can one attend to True Parents? After the registration, participate at
True Parents’ wedding ceremony!’ You must come first. Do you understand? You must understand it clearly.’

Rev. Yoo: Our ultimate purpose is to register ourselves, attend to True Parents, and establish a heavenly
nation.”

Then Rev. Yoo explained how the Korean UPF had been educating people and developing its foundation on a
local level.

“Father said, “Tomorrow is the new month, 8th month (of the heavenly calendar). Those Christian leaders (who
will come to Korea) will educate people and will have sisterhood relationships with Koreans who have a total of
286 family names. These leaders are not merely visitors who come and go: they will establish the tradition of
loving and protecting Korea representing 12 tribes in the world.
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Do not forget that you are in the serious position, who need to offer Jeong Seong to meet them and connect the
tradition of liberating God’s homeland to them, and I ask you to fulfill such responsibilities. Nobody knows if I stay
here in Korea. You received the Blessing from True Parents and have one blood lineage now. Which means you
resemble True Parents without fail.

I am now 93 years old and do not know when I will go to the spirit world, and in order to leave the tradition, I have
prepared 8 textbooks and teaching materials.”
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